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When we founded this business in 1998, we had a 
vision of being the leading structural steel erection 
company in the UK. Supported by over two decades of 
experience, ES Steel have successfully installed steel 
structures to construction sites throughout the 
country including many in our specialist sectors: 
nuclear, pharmaceutical, process and petrochemical.

We are on a mission to provide a safe and supportive 
environment for our employees, which we know will 
lead to first-class customer service time after time. 

As an active ECIA member, working on NAECI Cat 1-4 
sites across the UK, we work to the highest Blue Book 
standards at all times. As a result, ES Steel is now the 
first choice for steel installation work in some of the 
most hazardous, challenging environments, delivering 
our work with precision, expertise and a completely 
no-nonsense approach. 

We cannot wait to continue our journey alongside 
you, helping your business meet its objectives and 
overcome its biggest challenges. 

AN INTRODUCTION
TO ES STEEL

Bromborough
Review
Thank you to Lee and all of the squad 
at Bromborough have performed very 
well, credit where it’s due to each & 
every one of them. I have given them 
my thanks personally to a job well 
done.

”



At ES Steel we pride ourselves on all aspects of our 
steel installation work and project management, no 
matter what the size of the project, communicating 
every aspect of the work at every stage.

We ensure that we meet your needs with the required 
expertise and knowledge, combined with our time
efficient service and no-nonsense approach. 

Our team also has the available resources to 
undertake rectification and variation works and can 
supply dedicated teams for these activities to ensure 
your programmes are maintained. 

We have a proven track record of accuracy and 
efficiency, with an enviable reputation for service in the 
following industries:

Petrochemical
Process
Pharmaceutical
Nuclear
Oil and Gas

WHAT WE DO



Our erection teams are made up of the following skill sets:

Our workforce hold the following qualifications:

This means a straightforward and worry-free installation for you.

Project Managers 
Steel Erectors 
Telehandler Drivers 
Mini Crane Drivers 
MEWP Operators 
On-Site Engineers
Lift Supervisors

SMSTS
SSSTS
CCNSG
IPAF +
CSCS

Appointed Persons 
Traffic Marshalls 
Slinger Signallers 
First Aider
Snagging Team

CPCS
PASMA
First Aid
Telehandler



Easington Gas Terminal is one of the UK’s six main 
gas terminals, located on the North Sea shore in the 
East Riding of Yorkshire.

In 2019, we were appointed by Harry Peers Steelwork 
(HPSL) as its main sub-contractor to assist in the 
build of Centrica, an extension of the live gas 
terminal. 

Our team worked to an extremely strict deadline to 
ensure the millions of homes served by the terminal 
have access to gas when they need it. 

We were tasked with the erection and installation of 
structural steelwork, including pipe racks and steel 
structures, while working to the highest standards 
and strictest on-shore/off-shore rules on a 
potentially dangerous anti-static site.

CASE STUDY:
EASINGTON GAS 
TERMINAL

”Easington
Site Audit
Thank you to Tony and his team, this 
was an excellent audit with no 
actions raised, on a well-managed 
site. The attitude of those involved 
in the audit both from HPSL and ES 
Steel was positive and helpful.



We have worked on the Sellafield Nuclear Plant site 
for more than five years, using our expertise in a 
potentially dangerous nuclear environment. 

As part of the ongoing decommissioning of the 
nuclear plant, we have worked on a range of 
structures and buildings in which to store nuclear 
waste. 

Our priority, as it always is, has been health and 
safety since the first day we worked on the site, with 
our teams working to significantly more 
stringent health and safety standards due to the 
nature of the site. 

  Statistics:

CASE STUDY:
SELLAFIELD 
NUCLEAR PLANT

£11 million project value
1,000 tonnes of steel
15 employees on site
18-month project

Safety Award
Well done Alan and the team who 
were given this award for suggesting 
that a public walkway was moved 
and signage put up to advise of high 
noise levels that were registered 
during a site inspection.

”



Lynemouth Power Station is a Biomass Power 
Station that provides electricity for the UK 
National Grid. 

In 2017, we were contracted to deliver specialist steel 
erection work for the installation of new Silos on the 
site as part of a £12 million building project. A total 
of 3,750 tonnes of steelwork.

This complicated build required an extreme level 
of precision, detailing and timing. The project 
consisted of six Silo Hoppers with Hopper Support 
Steel, Shedder Plate Steelwork and a pre-assembled 
Silo Roof, which also included access platforms. 
Every one of the six 210-tonne Silo Roof structures 
were pre-assembled on the floor, then lifted into 
position onto a precision fitted ring beam.

 Statistics

CASE STUDY:
LYNEMOUTH 
POWER STATION

3,750 tonnes of steelwork
20 employees working on the project
210-tonne Roof Silos
12 months on site



WHAT WE
STAND FOR

The highest standards

We are proud to always work at the very highest 
standard, no matter what we do. This dedication and 
commitment to delivering the best possible service 
over the last 15 years is what has led to us being the 
first-choice steel structure installation providers for 
the most challenging projects.
 
Our comprehensive and stringent in-house 
training programme is a crucial part of our culture 
at ES Steel, and we expect every employee to meet 
our standards to ensure all our clients can trust us 
to meet - and exceed - their expectations.

A personal service

We pride ourselves on the excellent working 
relationships we build with our clients, founded 
upon a personal service that takes all of their needs 
into consideration. 

With decades of experience in the sector, we 
understand what is most important to our clients, 
and our no-nonsense, honest and time-efficient 
approach means those relationships last for many 
years.

A complete solution

ES Steel’s sister company Employment Solutions is 
a specialist recruitment partner for clients engaged 
in the engineering and manufacturing sectors. That 
means we can provide our own highly trained 
engineers, alongside contractors from labourers, 
welders and snaggers to level-six managers. 

This full package enables clients to get everything 
they need in one place, without having to outsource 
separate services and deal with 
multiple organisations to get the job done. 
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